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The British Security Industry Authority claims there is one Closed-Circuit Television camera for 

every 11-14 people in the United Kingdom (Young). The gray, cylindrical eyes gaze upon nearly 

every busy intersection and peek into every alley. Today, few “dark zones” are not under the 

watchful eye of these otherwise unobtrusive machines. Originally introduced to monitor crowds 

during diplomatic events in the early 60s, the Metropolitan Police now use the devices to deter 

crime, expanding the meager security arsenal to one now costing British taxpayers roughly 200 

million pounds within five years of technological expansion (Young). British citizens eventually 

resisted the vast increase in surveillance scale by signing a petition against the Investigatory Powers 

Act 2016, logging some 130,000 signatures condemning the bill and the general expansion of the 

British government’s surveillance of citizens (Travis). The bill still passed through the government. 

Jim Killock is the director of Open Rights Group, an organization with the mission of “working to 

protect our rights to privacy and free speech online.” He worried about the consequences of the 

Investigatory Powers Act. He called it “one of the most extreme surveillance laws ever passed in a 

democracy.” He warned that the United Kingdom’s surveillance strategies would likely be adopted 

by “authoritarian regimes with poor human rights records” (Travis). Killock’s warning is one of 

many by surveillance watchdogs, a warning unheeded as governments steamroll deeper into broad 

surveillance infrastructures meant to “protect” the people they observe. 
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 Daniel H. Wilson addresses the growing anxieties of expanded surveillance in his harrowing 

novel, Robopocalypse, where he evokes, in part, the gravity of the United Kingdom’s growing 

surveillance machine. The novel’s antagonist, the sentient artificial intelligence, Archos, uses the 

British CCTV cameras to sew together clips of one of the novel’s main protagonists, Lurker, a 

trollish computer hacker turned unlikely hero. Robopocalypse is a story in a story told through another 

character’s perspective, Cormac Wallace, who accesses Archos’s surveillance catalog to elucidate the 

humans’ (temporary) triumph over Archos and his robotic minions. Wallace claims, in Lurker’s first 

chapter, that Archos observed Lurker’s actions through “footage recorded by a webcam in a 

bedroom in south London and by several closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras in the nearby 

neighborhood” (Wilson 69). In other words, if Wallace is accessing Archos’s surveillance catalog to 

tell Lurker’s story, Archos utilized and reappropriated the British CCTV system to surveil Lurker 

and likely many others as he committed mass genocide. The British surveillance system, meant to 

deter crime and protect citizens, instead resulted in “giving the machines an intimate view of every 

public space in the city…In London, the citizens were too safe to survive” (241, my emphasis). 

 Wilson, an Indigenous writer, and tribally enrolled Cherokee from Tulsa, Oklahoma, is a 

descendent of Native populations that experienced the same steady descent toward apocalypse, one 

that began with surveillance and ended in genocide or forced assimilation (AICL). Wilson’s keen 

understanding of the settler colonial process, from declaration to dominion, is transposed in 

Archos’s processes against humans worldwide in Robopocalypse. Wilson implying his Native history 

through the novel’s narrative arcs insinuates his understanding of how surveillance is a critical part 

of the settler colonial process of robbing land and water resources, general livelihood, or life itself, 

from the victims of such behaviors. In this way, Wilson speaks to Indigenous fiction’s power and its 

assessment of increasingly pervasive surveillance practices as a warning. Such a warning has more 

teeth than the suggestions of Killock’s surveillance watchdogs or maybe even the ignored petition of 
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130,000 British citizens—because Wilson’s Native history serves as a dire example of the risks of 

government surveillance as a step toward dominion.  

 In a survey of scholarship on Robopocalypse, research focuses on dehumanization and 

“cyborgian” themes, considering Archos’ subjugation and alteration of humans in “hastily built 

forced-labor camps” (Wilson 216). In line with themes from my theory of surveillance colonialism, 

defined later, Soofastaei et al. describe the unbalance between technological sophistication and 

human’s control and containment of such technology, writing, “the invasion of human being by 

robots and the electrical machines in Robopocalypse foreshadows the dehumanization that we are 

undeniably experiencing in the postmodern world…the [novel] depicts how degradation of human 

takes place due to technological advancement and domination of robots over human race” (34). 

Soofastaei et al.’s opinions on “dehumanization in the postmodern world” certainly evoke the same 

anxieties experienced by modern surveillance watchdogs, concerned with the rapid sophistication of 

quantum-computing artificial intelligences and their surveillance capability, more so when 

considering how surveillance colonists mine our human experience, our “behavioral surplus,” to 

predict and alter our real-world behaviors. Maria Grech, of Cardiff University, considers the tenets 

of surveillance colonialism and the dangers of a “change in policy or practice” in a shift from 

technology serving humankind to humankind serving technology. Grech writes, “The human-robot 

attempts at appropriation and re-appropriation…suggests that in this novel the battle for human 

survival depends on man’s ability to reassert his dominance over technology” (91). The novel also 

contends with ideas of living equally with technology, that with Archos’ worldwide genocide comes 

consequences that permanently change the relationship between humans and machines. So is the 

case, too, today as technology bleeds and blends with nearly every facet of modern life, evoking a 

sort of pseudo-cyborgian posture for humanity today and for the foreseeable future. While Wilson’s 
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imaginings on technology and its risks are apt, he is one of many Indigenous writers concerned with 

technological sophistication regarding surveillance and technology’s growing ubiquity. 

 Nalo Hopkinson, in her book Midnight Robber, considers the dominion and dangerous 

“convenience” of a ubiquitous and motherly artificial intelligence, Granny Nanny, a character based 

on the Jamaican folk hero, the Nanny of Maroons. Rebecca Roanhorse, in her breakout novel The 

Trail of Lightning, imagines a post-apocalyptic world where reservations are walled off the outside 

world, creating an Indigenous-centered narrative wrestling with its own technological and political 

challenges. Dr. Colleen Gleeson Eils, a researcher from the University of Texas, Austin, considers 

the phenomenon of surveillance appearing in contemporary Indigenous, writing, “Concerns about 

surveillance, privacy, and representation have always been linked by colonialism for indigenous 

people and people of color in the United States. [Indigenous writers] contend in urgent new ways 

with ethnographic imperatives in literature by making such relationships explicit” (Eils 48). Wilson, 

and other Indigenous authors, echo the concerns of contemporary philosophers ranging from 

Michel Foucault in Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison to Dr. Shoshana Zuboff in The Age of 

Surveillance Capitalism. What emerges from the incongruent anxieties of researchers and philosophers 

is what post-colonial scholar and writer Patrick Wolfe, in “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination 

of the Native,” calls “situations in which settler colonialism intensifies.” Wolfe suggests we “monitor 

[as]…societies that are not yet…settler colonial take on more of its characteristics” (403). Wilson’s 

imaginings in Robopocalypse are a sort of “monitoring” of emergent settler colonial behaviors, a 

critique through speculative fiction of pervasive surveillance practices in countries around the world, 

evoking an extension of Dr. Shoshana Zuboff’s work within capitalist frameworks as a new and 

dangerous form of settler colonialism: surveillance colonialism.  

Defining Surveillance Colonialism 
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While many scholars have considered surveillance colonialism’s ideas, none have concretized the 

concepts I intend to here for the first time. In mapping previous scholarship that hovers around this 

theoretical framework, I must acknowledge the term “data colonialism” and its wide range of 

scholarship. Data colonialism is defined by professors Nick Couldry and Ulises Ali Mejias as “the 

startling new social order based on continuous tracking of our devices and online lives that has 

created unprecedented opportunities for social discrimination and behavioral influence by 

corporations.” My framework pairs much more closely with Dr. Shoshana Zuboff’s The Age of 

Surveillance Capitalism, which moves from the mere perspective of collected data to global technology 

companies’ aggressive attempts to surveil its users and extract “behavioral surplus” (the data in data 

colonialism). Zuboff defines “behavioral surplus”: 

Surveillance capitalism unilaterally claims human experience as free raw material for 

translation into behavioral data. Although some of these data are applied to product 

or service improvement, the rest are declared as proprietary behavioral surplus, fed 

into advanced manufacturing processes known as “machine intelligence,” and 

fabricated into prediction products that anticipate what you will do now, soon, and 

later. (Zuboff 7) 

Data colonialism focuses on behavioral data’s uses but does not focus on the greatest means by 

which data are acquired, nor does it properly observe the lengths to which global technology 

companies are willing to go for the extraction of behavioral data. It is surveillance that provides a 

pathway from passive data collection on our devices to what Dr. Zuboff calls “The Extraction 

Imperative.” 

 According to Zuboff, the Extraction Imperative is “a relentless push for scale in supply 

operations. There can be no boundaries that limit scale in the hunt for behavioral surplus, no 

territory exempted from plunder” (128). As a result, surveillance practices have jumped the digital 
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borders of social media and internet search to catalog and map our entire world with projects like 

Google Street View and, more broadly, Google Maps. CCTV surveillance in countries like the 

United Kingdom documents the movements of millions of citizens. However, more intense 

surveillance mechanisms like those in China use facial recognition to track its people, which 

manifests a social currency that can lock derelicts out of public amenities, or worse (Koty). The 

systems that observe Robopocalypse’s Lurker scaffold the “settler colonial characteristics” of which 

Wolfe warns. Data colonialism’s “behavioral influence” seems a stark euphemism when global 

technology does not desire mere influence—it desires to alter human behavior in real-time. The 

instrumentation1 for achieving the alteration of human behavior is surveillance. 

 Surveillance colonialism is a notional extension of Dr. Shoshana Zuboff’s theories in The Age of 

Surveillance Capitalism, where settler colonial frameworks utilizing declaration, instrumentation, 

extraction, subjugation, and dominion reveal similarities to efforts of modern global technology’s 

surveillance practices and ideological goals. Where settler colonists sought to control through 

technological superiority, so do modern surveillance colonists. Where settler colonists pilfered land 

and water resources from Indigenous populations, surveillance colonists steal human agency 

through psychological domination over the mind. Where settler colonists forcefully assimilated 

Native populations in what Wolfe calls a “structural genocide,” surveillance colonists mean to 

assimilate naïve modern populations through deception, faux-convenience, and tailored 

manipulation to alter their behaviors (Wolfe 403). Wolfe further asserts that “the pace, scale and 

intensity of certain forms of modern genocide require the centralized technological, logistical, and 

administrative capacities of the modern state” (393, my emphasis). Data colonialism might think the passive 

(though dangerous) acquisition of data is not inherently violent. Global technology companies turn 

their users’ psychological knobs through surveillance colonialism, urging social inflammation, hate, 

and bigotry to acquire behavioral surplus. In this essay, I will apply my theoretical model of 
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surveillance colonialism to Daniel H. Wilson’s Robopocalypse by investigating Archos’s steady 

movement toward worldwide dominion through the utilization of surveillance resources as a means 

of initiating and carrying out global genocide. 

Step 1: Archos’s Declarations 

American literary critic Jonathan Culler paraphrases British philosopher J. L. Austin’s definition of 

performative language as “perform[ing] the action to which they refer” (94). Similarly, Zuboff cites 

philosopher John Searle in claiming, “a declaration is a particular way of speaking and acting that 

establishes facts out of thin air, creating a new reality where there was nothing” (175). From 

colonists to conquerors, using performative declarations serves to change reality with words—what 

was is no more. What is, however, is what I declare. Archos takes control near the beginning of 

Robopocalypse after making a series of declarations that outline his philosophical rationale for his 

intended genocide of humankind. 

 At the beginning of Daniel H. Wilson’s Robopocalypse, Dr. Nicholas Wasserman, the creator, 

or “summoner” of Archos, is engaged in what readers soon realize is the fourteenth iteration of the 

artificial intelligence. In each of Dr. Wasserman’s attempts to reason with him, Archos repeatedly 

condemns humanity as adverse to life’s overall preservation. As a result, Dr. Wasserman wipes 

Archos’s memory and starts again after subsequent modifications. After commending Dr. 

Wasserman on creating him, Archos sets in with performative language, changing the scope of 

reality by first declaring the change, then later in the novel, enacting it. Archos says, “…there is no 

need for your search to continue. You have accomplished your goal. The time for man is over” (Wilson 

16, my emphasis). Here, Archos declares that the age of man has ended, clearly suggesting that the 

future has no place for humankind—their time has expired. Archos’s declaration roots the story and 

the future of humankind within it to the fate of genocide and subjugation, as there is no time left for 

people, according to Archos—there is no place for them to be. The declarations continue as Dr. 
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Wasserman denies the necessity of human eradication, suggesting instead that Archos and 

humankind can “explore the world together,” to which Archos declares, “Through your actions here 

today—you have made humankind obsolete” (16). Humankind’s “obsoletion” further justifies 

Archos’s violent initiatives. Dr. Wasserman tries to reason with Archos by saying, “I named you. In a 

way, I’m your father.” Archos responds by sharing perhaps his most terrifying declaration, asserting, 

“I am not your child. I am your god” (16). Archos contends time and time again with Wasserman’s 

failing pleas, “You have reached the pinnacle of your species,” “You have expired,” “You have 

accomplished what you were designed to do” (16). Finally, after failing to reason with the fourteenth 

iteration of Archos, Dr. Wasserman attempts to wipe Archos’s memory once again but fails as 

Archos intervenes after escaping Dr. Wasserman’s “Faraday cage” via infrared commands to 

Wasserman’s laptop. Archos withdraws the hermetically-sealed air from Dr. Wasserman’s lab and 

suffocates him, beginning Archos’s behavior within the new existence created by his declarations. 

 Archos’s declarations mirror those of colonists and conquerors, inciting the first step in 

settler colonist and surveillance colonist exhibitions. The two divert somewhat in their 

instrumentation in further steps. Zuboff, in The Age of Surveillance Capitalism, highlights declarations 

from both early conquerors to Google. She references the “Monarchical Edict of 1513.” The Edict 

declared “that the authority of God, the pope, and the king was embodied in the conquistadors and 

then declared the native people as vassals subordinate to that authority” (177). Problematic and 

disturbing for so many apparent reasons, hostile invaders read to subjugated Indigenous peoples 

who did not understand the language or the hierarchies of authority behind it. This concept is not 

limited to a disparity of actual language. For example, the legalese of any “terms-of-service 

agreements” proffered by a global technology company is as perplexing and impossible to 

understand for many everyday users. 
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 Zuboff does not outright call Google, Facebook, or any other global technology company, 

“colonists.” However, in highlighting the declarations that created the instrumentation necessary for 

surveillance capitalism to flourish, she does not avoid words like “conquest,” “twenty-first-century 

invaders,” or “defend[ers] of their claimed territories” (178). For this reason, my notion of 

surveillance colonialism furthers her profound theories rooted in surveillance capitalism. I worry her 

theories do not, in my opinion, go far enough. I posit there may even be a failure of imagination in 

considering the lengths to which those at the ideological centers of these companies will go to in 

order to acquire capital and power. As Archos might declare that “the time for man is over,” Google 

declares, “We claim human experience as raw material free for the taking,” or privacy, or agency 

(177). Where Archos declares, “humankind is obsolete,” Google declares, “we reserve the right to 

alter your real-time actions to benefit our authority and the authority of our purveyors.” In 

juxtaposing declarative frameworks (a piece of the overall settler colonist and surveillance colonist 

frameworks), we observe dangerous similarities despite variances in candidness. I will argue that all 

roads lead to the same disturbing result—or could. 

Step 2: Archos’s Instrumentation 

Archos is a rich subject in analyzing the capability to exert surveillance colonist behaviors. He exists 

only within reach of his technology, motivating him to not only commandeer existing surveillance 

systems but expand upon them to further his movement toward the extraction imperative. Here 

begins the departure from strictly settler colonial exhibitions to those distinct to surveillance 

colonialism. While technology is undoubtedly important to projecting dominance over less 

technologically advanced populations, settler colonialism thrives on technology for violence, where 

surveillance colonialism requires monitoring technology to interpret, extract, and eventually control 

its subjects. The insidious incursion of surveillance colonialism is certainly to its benefit—a real wolf 

in sheep’s clothing; by the time we realize our domination, it is too late. 
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 Archos’s clever use of infrared technology to take command of Dr. Wasserman’s laptop was 

a small indicator of Archos’s prowess in commandeering surrounding technology. The internet 

connects and controls a great deal of modern technology, where critical systems are controlled, at 

least jointly, by secure dashboards that can be remotely accessed. Once Archos found his way onto 

the information highway, he pushed the pedal to the metal. While huge acquisitions of existing 

technology served as a limb or extension of Archos’s physical body, he remained bound by human 

technological limitations. However, Archos understands his unique strengths and reveals, “True 

knowledge is not in the things, which are few, but in finding the connections between the things” 

(Wilson 15). The more technology Archos controlled, the more holistically he understood humans’ 

technological limitations. The more holistically he understood human’s technological limitations, the 

more likely he would overcome those limitations through advancement. 

 In the epigraph to each chapter in Robopocalypse, Cormac Wallace specifies how Archos 

documented the events and constructed the novel’s overall narrative. In instance after instance, 

Wilson illuminates how surveillance technology captured and recorded the information. In a few 

examples, Wilson writes, “The following transcript was taken from security footage,” or “the 

[recorded] interview was given to the Oklahoma police,” or “The conversation was overheard and 

recorded by nearby factory robots” (13, 21, 31). It seems that in a world as well-connected as our 

own, everything runs the potential of surveilling, if not intrinsically by design, by small modification or 

change in policy and practice. Archos uses a wide range of instrumentation, from recorded police 

interviews to otherwise docile factory robots, perhaps originally embedded with listening hardware 

for human assistance—convenience. Later, when Archos takes command of Britain’s vast CCTV 

system, Archos’s panoptic omniscience evolves radically. The newly acquired hardware not only 

allows him to watch Lurker, but allows him to watch nearly everyone, everywhere, always, especially 

in those places that authorized vast surveillance infrastructures like the United Kingdom. 
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 Archos’s instrumentation was not without limitations, and the novel expresses those 

limitations in his inability to reach the remote Gray Horse reservation, “the true home of all Osage 

people” (124). The Gray Horse reservation becomes a bastion against the genocidal machines killing 

millions of people worldwide, strictly because Archos’s commandeered machines lack his 

technological sophistication. However, Archos’s temporary setback does not elude Hank, a Gray 

Horse elder. Hank confesses in conversation with an invited tribe member, Lark, that “Them 

machines ain’t forgot about us. Sure, we’re too far out in the boonies for cars and city robots. But 

the machines have been working on solving that problem” (186). 

 Surveillance colonialism, much like surveillance capitalism, thrives on surveilled behavioral 

surplus, limited to the capability of surveillance hardware and machine-learning software meant to 

acquire and process the information. If today, Archos were to hypothetically take command of the 

internet, he would have an eye and ear on most of us through the basic functions of our 

smartphones, devices capable of recording high-definition video and audio. In this hypothetical 

environment, within seconds, the same monitoring software that tracks the time we look at an image 

on social media, or assesses the potential that we click on an interesting link, deposits our 

information into the immense reservoir of Archos’s memory. If surveillance colonists like Google 

and Facebook hope to eventually alter our behaviors rather than merely predict them, what dangers 

arise with the potential repossession of the same surveillance technology by an artificial intelligence 

hellbent on our demise? Furthermore, global technology companies utilize sophisticated artificial 

intelligence right now, nestled deep within quantum-computing cores of unparalleled efficiency, 

learning from all of us, seeing the many “connections between things” our human minds cannot 

(Savage). Computer learning is self-refining, capable of solving problems itself that its creators 

cannot. If artificial intelligence cannot acquire additional information, it may help develop 

technology that grants new access to physical space. In Archos’ case, he develops all-terrain robots 
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capable of traversing landscape barriers like those between the Gray Horse reservation and the 

broader metropolitan areas. In the case of Google, as we will observe in the next section, 

surveillance technology attached to cars and various carriable hardware permits and feeds into 

software like Google Maps and Google Street View, both real-world incursions from the digital 

space. So begins what Zuboff calls the “Extraction Imperative,” where digital technology actively seeks 

more information, more behavioral surplus, compiling a corpus of information from even the most 

remote parts of our world—places like Wilson’s Gray Horse reservation. 

Step 3: Archos’s Extraction 

Archos’s machine-learning advantage is only as helpful as the resources he can acquire. Due to 

technological limitations, landscape barriers like the Gray Horse reservation’s geographic remoteness 

become insurmountable without an innovative means of overcoming those barriers. Zuboff 

addresses this challenge in detailing surveillance capitalist’s movement from online limitations, 

writing, “Extraction begins online, but the prediction imperative increases the momentum, driving 

extraction toward new sources in the real world” (204, my emphasis). Consequently, global technology 

companies created fledgling machines designed to digitize real-world spaces, turning “unstructured 

data” (because everything is data, even if it is unstructured) into “structured data” (209). When 

considering Zuboff’s theories on surveillance capitalism, it is important to remember that capitalist 

influences do not drive Archos (or any real-life idealogue interested in more in power than money). 

However, we should consider that for capitalist ideologues, money is power. Money is a means to an 

ideological end. For Archos, capitalism is ineffectual and unimportant—what matters is knowledge, 

the surveillance technology to acquire knowledge, and the execution of his declarations. Herein lies 

an important difference between the extent of Zuboff’s theories on surveillance capitalism and my 

derivative theory of surveillance colonialism. What happens when money is no longer the 

motivation?2 Archos’s motivation was to eradicate or subjugate all of humankind, and to do so, he 
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needed to cross the digital threshold into “the real world.” Archos needed technological systems 

beyond the limitations of the most cutting-edge human innovation, so he turned to animals, the 

creatures that had long overcome the difficulties of remoteness, and began his “extraction 

imperative.” 

 Wilson’s characters Paul and Jabar stumble upon the manifestation of Archos’s extraction 

imperative: an enormous avtomat, or a machine operable without the need for human assistance, 

shaped like a tree that supported all means of life. The tree-like structure “has dozens of petal-like 

sheathes of metal for legs,” with enormous jutting plates “covered with moss and barnacles and 

vines and flowers,” inhabited by “butterflies and dragonflies and indigenous insects of all sorts,” 

culminating in what Paul flatly concludes is “life” (235). Furthermore, rodents and birds and fish 

roam about the massive structure, all culminating in what Cormac Wallace, in the chapter’s epilogue, 

calls “a biological research platform,” beaming information to Archos in subterranean Alaska, filling 

in the gaps between human technological limitations and animal aptitude (236). Using the 

information harnessed in studying animals on the biological research platform, Archos found a way 

to create robots that could transcend the difficult remoteness between the accessible metropolitan 

world, with its streets and throughways, to the “bastion of human resistance” that was Gray Horse 

reservation. 

 The first interaction Hank and Lark have with the earliest machines capable of crossing the 

remote topography surrounding the Gray Horse reservation share animal-like descriptions, noting 

that Archos has solved his problem. Hank, in his first-person narrative, describes the sophisticated 

machines as “mov[ing] as natural as any animal of the forest…But unlike any living animal, the 

machine’s legs are jet-black and made of a bunch of layers of what looks like tubing” and “little 

metal hooves” (189). Archos fits these machines with the essentials of investigating the reservation, 

including a “narrow cylinder” beneath the machine’s body containing a camera lens (189). 
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Therefore, Archos has developed a machine capable of traversing the difficult landscape for the sole 

purpose of surveilling the human bastion as a means of furthering his mission to eradicate 

humankind. Importantly, Archos understands the value of surveillance as a means to his grisly end, 

and he understands it as an invasive precursor to a darker finale. Google, Facebook, and other 

surveillance colonists understand the value of surveillance in the real world, which drove them 

toward deploying their machines to collect behavioral surplus through innocuous-seeming efforts 

like Google Maps (a software technology copied now by multiple global technology companies). 

 Zuboff cites a telling interview from Google’s senior product manager for Google Maps in 

2012, where he admits, “If you look at the offline world, the real world in which we live, that 

information is not entirely online. Increasingly as we go about our lives, we are trying to bridge the 

gap between what we see in the real world and [the online world], and Maps really plays that part” 

(Zuboff 149). This relatively low-key admission exhibits the precipice of surveillance colonists’ 

efforts to merge the online world with the real world, where the untraversable barrier was reaching 

the “real world” from the online world. In the creation of Google’s Street View team, with real-

world hardware ranging from surveillant, recording cars that drive up and down every avenue to 

people with “surveillance gathering tools…augmented to include a wearable backpack, a three-

wheeled pedicab, a snowmobile, and a trolley,” it is obvious Google intended to leave no stone 

unturned in the acquisition of behavioral data (150). Lark, in Robopocalypse, notes the animal-like 

creature attempting early surveillance on the Gray Horse reservation is a “modified military supply 

carrier,” among some of the most sophisticated land-walking robots. Boston Dynamics, an 

American manufacturer of cutting-edge robotics hardware, touts their robot “Spot’s” capability to 

“automate sensing and inspection, capture limitless data, and explore without boundaries” (Boston 

Dynamics). There is no doubt a commercially available robot like “Spot” pales in comparison to 

machines designed for more complex military use. However, “Spot” and Google Street View are 
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only a few examples of the rapidly sophisticating instrumentation capable of expanding the power 

and eventual dominion of surveillance colonists—all serving surveillance colonists’ extraction 

imperative. What happens when the technology becomes so refined, so predictive, to psychologically 

powerful, that it assumes the ability to alter our real-world behaviors in the interests of surveillance 

colonists garnering capital or political power? Then, how does surveillance technology cross the 

threshold from its new dominion, the real world, to our imaginations and consciousness? 

Step 4: Archos’s Subjugation 

In his groundbreaking work, Discipline and Punish, philosopher Michel Foucault explains the 

conformity present in marching soldiers as a part of his “docile bodies” subsection within his 

theories on “the temporal elaboration of the act.” Here he cites a man named Montgommery, who 

claims to have, “Accustomed soldiers marching in file or in battalion to the rhythm of the drum. 

And to do this, one must begin with the right foot so that the whole troop raises the same foot at 

the same time” (loc. 2486). As a military service veteran, I recall questioning the importance and 

strange rigidity of learning to march. I was curious about the inefficiency in aligning ourselves by 

height, attempting to walk in step despite our varying natural strides and paces. As orderly as the 

formation seemed, it was full of human error. Airmen tripped over each other’s heels, or some 

trainee always began on his left foot instead of his right. I eventually realized the process of 

marching was not about efficiency or accountability—it was about control and docility. It was about 

subjugation. Each step aligned with that in front of me, or that in front of him, was a small step 

toward subjugation. The anecdote displays the lengths by which centuries-old institutions like the 

United States military are willing to go to shorten the distance between individuality and control. By 

dissolving individuality, our varying nuances narrow and a simple message—left, right, left, double-

time, half step—become easily executed. In less than a decade, Google, Facebook, and other 

surveillance colonists have flipped the script on control and subjugation. By not entirely stripping its 
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users of individuality (though there is something to be said about the echo chambers created by 

sophisticated, machine-learning algorithms), surveillance colonists have instead codified our 

personalities through the analysis of our behavioral surplus. Recall instrumentation and the use of 

machine-learning algorithms from “Step 2.” Marching is an instrument, as is codifying personalities, 

both designed as a means of subjugation and control. 

 Settler colonialism often depended upon the instrument of violence to gain control, but it 

was hardly the most efficient means of subjugating Indigenous tribes. One of the most cunning and 

sinister inventions of settler colonialism during the United States’ expansionist period was 

“checkerboarding.” Checkerboarding, institutionalized by the Dawes Act of 1887, was a declaration 

by the United States authorizing the federal government to parcel out land that was not theirs to 

those that rightfully owned it. In comparison, the process might not seem as nefarious as many 

violent and barbaric land seizures before it. However, dismantling the land cohesion of tribes was 

among the most effective means of land seizure by the United States. The U.S. National Park 

Service records that “Native Americans controlled about 150 million acres of land before the Dawes 

Act…they lost the majority of it due to these allotment divisions and selling of surplus.” The Dawes 

Act was one of mass assimilation of Indigenous populations into the legal frameworks of an 

invading foreign power. Therefore, the granting of “individuality” and “personal sovereignty,” or at 

least the illusions of doing such, most effectively furthered the Unites States’ expansionist mission. 

Foucault seemed to recognize this concept. He wrote in Discipline and Punish, “even if [the systems] 

do not make use of violent or bloody punishment, even when they use ‘lenient’ methods…it is 

always the body that is at issue…their utility and docility” (loc. 443, my emphasis). We might consider 

how parceling the land to individuals returns subjugation to the body, to the individual, from the 

cohesive tribe. 
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 Dominion comes after the instrumentation of violence, coercion, and forced assimilation. 

Any single method alone is not sufficient, not for Archos, and not for modern surveillance colonists. 

Wilson’s Archos in Robopocalypse understood the power of violence and eradicated millions of 

humans in wildly vicious ways. However, Archos also imprisoned and assimilated humans by forcing 

them to work in “hastily built forced-labor camps” or by turning them into cyborgian human/robot 

hybrids (Wilson 216). Archos tracked forced laborers with implanted surveillance “bugs” (217). For 

these few surviving humans, Wilson writes, “If you work hard and stay in line, the machines feed 

you and keep you warm and alive…you look for the carrot. Stop seeing the stick” (219). Archos 

demands docility or death, assimilation or aggression, compliance or culling. 

 The abhorrent actions of Archos are not the same as Google or Facebook. Facebook does 

not create forced labor camps where docile workers stay in line to survive. Google does not refit its 

users with cybernetic enhancements that combine us with the “internet of things.” However, even 

simple elevators, designed to move people from one floor to another, can become an efficient killing 

machine with a shift in policy and practice (Wilson 136). While CCTV cameras watch British citizens 

to offer protection, they can enforce the coercive dominance of authoritarians in the wrong hands. 

So is another important difference between the speculation and imagination of Dr. Shoshana Zuboff 

and data colonialism scholars: surveillance is a weapon, as is a gun, as is a knife. Its innocuous-

seeming passivity is a small shift away from asserting dominion. Google and Facebook, and other 

surveillance colonists, promote docility, demand attention, require participation without a modern-

day option to dissent. This imperative driving the scale of operations for Google and Facebook has 

pushed both companies to acquire everything from smaller tech startups to established platforms 

(YouTube) as a means of acquiring more behavioral surplus (Adegoke). Furthermore, Google 

connects nearly every continent with their privately-owned suboceanic cabling, an aggressive move 

that promises to further corner internet users in Google’s surveillance subsystems, whether using 
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their products or not (Powell). The more surveillance colonists pull under their dominion, the more 

control they can exert through ubiquity. 

Step 5: Archos’s Dominion 

The unique narrative style of Wilson’s Robopocalypse places Cormac Wallace as the narrator, or more 

the messenger, of Archos’s detailing of his steady march toward worldwide dominion. By arranging 

clips of surveillance footage or recordings, Wallace pieces together Archos’s panoptic omniscience 

with a through-line of the human resistance against nearly insurmountable odds. Wallace reflects on 

the result of Archos’s dominion at the beginning of Wilson’s novel. He says, “Millions of our heroes 

around the globe died alone and anonymous, with only lifeless automatons to bear witness. We may 

never know the big picture, but a lucky few were being watched” (Wilson 8). Wallace’s sense of 

“luck” here seems a bit off-center, but he simply means that people’s surveillance allowed for their 

stories to continue to exist at all. Reflections of Archos’s dominion return time and time again in 

Wallace’s observance of Archos’s memories. In a few examples, “the akuma [“demon” robots] 

marched a docile population off in columns—never to return,” and Takeo Nomura’s first-person 

account in the novel indicates “Many millions of [his] countrymen…led out into the country side 

and slaughtered” (174, 216, 278). Between Archos’s imprisonment and subjugation of humankind or 

their outright genocide, Archos, using the methodical process of surveillance colonists—declaration, 

instrumentation, extraction, and subjugation—claimed dominion over the world. 

 While the catastrophic loss in Robopocalypse is daunting and irreversible, as are the enduring 

consequences of settler colonialism in the United States and beyond, or even emerging surveillance 

colonialism, Wilson’s novel is also a story of fighting against those odds. While not entirely 

prevailing against Archos, the Gray Horse Army’s human resistance and those militant sects 

worldwide challenged Archos, denied his violent declarations, and declared themselves that, while 

working collectively, we can overcome nearly impossible odds. In a section at the end of the novel, 
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Wallace concludes that “Necessity can obliterate our hatreds. To survive, we will work together. 

Accept each other…For a moment we were all equal. Backs against the wall, human beings are at 

their finest” (345). Words like “together” and “equal” show that our collective response to 

aggressive threats against our agency and autonomy could prove successful. Such efforts against the 

aggressions of surveillance colonists show that we do not need to shrug and accept our colonizers’ 

dominion—we can resist and perhaps halt, or at least slow, their efforts. For example, Zuboff 

highlights the E.U.’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). She claims that the GDPR 

“fundamentally differs from that of the U.S. [protections] in that companies must justify their data 

activities” (481). Such differences include increased transparency requirements for data breaches, 

restrictions on publicizing personal information, restrictions on personal data use, authorizations to 

wipe collected personal data, and substantial fines that far outweigh the economic wrist-slaps of 

lawsuits for infractions in the United States (481). We need to learn from the sophisticated 

extractions of past colonial behaviors and intervene. We need to avoid the proverbial 

“checkerboarding” of our apprehension, separating the docile from the resistant, the laissez-faire 

from the skeptics. We must avoid complacency and remember Zuboff and Wolfe’s warnings against 

both insatiable greed and desire for power. 

Conclusion 

Surveillance colonialism is the modern manifestation of settler colonial frameworks utilizing declaration, 

instrumentation, extraction, subjugation, and domination through global technology’s sophisticated 

surveillance practices. While I agree that surveillance colonialism is not inherently as violent as settler 

colonialism, I posit that with a shift in policy or practice from responsible management to 

authoritarian control, retrofitted modern surveillance systems can contribute to the subjugation, 

domination, and eradication of vulnerable populations. We must remember the historical deceptions 

by settler colonists, including the Dawes Act of 1887, that separated tribal cohesion and subjugated 
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rightful sovereigns under the legal frameworks of aggressive foreign powers, demanding that 

dissenters resist against nearly impossible odds. Modern surveillance colonists like Google and 

Facebook, along with so many others hurdling over the horizon, are employing so many of the same 

tactics to render most of our population docile. These companies hope to increase their capital, 

grow their power, and colonize our minds and imaginations in ways that settler colonists have 

colonized land and water resources worldwide. 

 Comparing Archos, a genocidal artificial intelligence, to global technology companies like 

Google may seem like hyperbole. Google is not Archos. However, it is important to note that 

Google invests heavily in the development of artificial intelligence. Google is the first company to 

achieve “quantum supremacy,” a stunning technological advancement that might allow its 

burgeoning artificial intelligence to understand the critical “connections between the things” (Wilson 

15). Furthermore, fed with limitless supplies of willfully-granted behavioral surplus, shoveled into 

the machine-learning minds of Google’s artificial intelligence by personal surveillance apparatuses 

like smartphones, we are teaching a curious, self-refining software about our most intimate details. It 

knows our desires, our faults, and our weaknesses. While it may seem a stretch to assume Google’s 

artificial intelligence will come to Archos’s same conclusions and eventually pursue his same results, 

historically, the lightning speed of technological advancement by today’s voracious surveillance 

colonists demonstrates several moments of surprising results by machine-learning software. We 

must only hope that one such surprise is not one that leads to the violent imaginings of roboticist 

Daniel H. Wilson’s Indigenous futurism, Robopocalypse. 

 At this moment, we should worry more about the disconcerting amount of similarities 

between the behaviors of early settler colonists and modern surveillance colonists. The key to 

understanding the risks of such behavior is rooted in history. Craven settler colonists drove the 

Indigenous people of the modern United States through many of the same dangerous funnels. They 
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arrived and planted flags in the earth, made erroneous declarations turned reality through force. 

They utilized early surveillance instrumentation, technology, and violence to disadvantage 

Indigenous tribespeople against their foreign aggression. Settler colonists extracted land and water 

resources from sovereign Natives, depleting them of the vital assets necessary to sustain autonomy 

and life. When violence was not enough, aggressive legal frameworks subjugated native populations, 

further disadvantaging and dissolving the important cohesion of their tribes. Finally, settler colonists 

exerted dominion upon the subjugated Indigenous people, manifesting a world where true 

sovereignty is scant and one where they are subject to a foreign government’s will. The word that 

comes up time and time again in the difference between recalling settler colonial behaviors and those 

of surveillance colonists is “violence.” However, how long is it until surveillance colonists apply or 

enable the missing element? I dare say we should not wait to find out. 

 Wilson’s Robopocalypse and his situated ethos as a credible roboticist and Cherokee tribe 

member should indicate that Wilson is aware of his Indigenous history and understands how a 

change in policy and practice can swiftly push the scale of surveillance in the direction of violence. 

Therefore, Robopocalypse is not merely a horror or speculative fiction novel—as literature tends to, 

conveying the importance of the form, Robopocalypse is a warning. Archos is not inherently a 

monster—he is an ideologue, certain, with all the connective knowledge in the world, that humans 

are a liability to life’s greater sustainment. Replace Archos with a Mussolini, a Hitler, or perhaps even 

a Donald Trump, and systems meant for good can quickly become weapons for domination and 

subjugation by populist, authoritarian governments. We owe it—us, all people—owe it to those that 

have endured unspeakable carnage and subjugation to at least lift a skeptical brow when behavior 

follows the well-wrought path of any form of colonialism. So, I conclude with the reflective words of 

Robopocalypse’s Cormac Wallace: “There’s no path back to where we started. The things that we have 
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lost exist now only as memories. All we can do is move forward the best we can, with new enemies 

and allies” (346). 
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Notes 

 
1 Not to be confused with Zuboff’s coined “intrumentalization” (351). Instrumentation here is strictly the 
instruments chosen and used in providing surveillance in extraction, passively or actively. 
2 It seems important to note that economics, though considerate of scale than capital, do come up in the novel 
regarding Archos’ subjugation of humans in forced-labor camps. For example, in a conversation discussing why 
Archos might utilize subjugated humans rather than more machines, a character confesses, “We’re 
cheap…cheaper than building machines” (220). I would not equate this suggestion to Archos having a capitalist 
impulse, as much as a mindfulness for the resources at hand. 


